Special of the Day

Writing with her trademark wit and
humour, Elaine Fox brings us another
wonderfully
charming
contemporary
romance about a beauty who finally finds
love that is more than just skin deep.Life
can be difficult when youre stunningly
beautiful. For Roxanne Rayeaux, a Sports
Illustrated swimsuit model, beauty had its
costs. Not only did she have to worry
constantly about how she looked, but she
was considered stupid by strangers. She
became romantically involved with a man
who turned out to be married. So Roxanne
pitched the world of diets and philanderers
and moved her orange cat, Cheeto (the
closest she could come to that forbidden
food) to Virginia to open a restaurant. She
went looking for some peace and
tranquillity and instead inherited the
restaurants contentious, but sexy bartender,
Steve Serrano. An average joe most of his
life, Steve cannot deny Roxannes obvious
physical charms but thinks she is stuck up
and pretentious -- not his type. Roxanne,
suspicious of Steves motives after a rash of
break-ins occurs at the restaurant and a
string of bad publicity appears in the local
gossip column, cannot let her guard down
around him. Besides hes not her type. If
only they werent so darned attracted to
each other...
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